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CIERA Inquiry 1: Readers and Texts
What are the characteristics of readers and tests that have the
greatest influence on early reading? What are the tasks posed to young
readers by currently available beginning reading programs?

In this study, Menon and Hiebert consider the tasks for beginning readers
posed by currently available beginning reading programs.The authors identi-
fied a set of guidelines for evaluating beginning reading texts. According to
their model, such texts should be engaging, accessible, and generalizable.
Menon and Hiebert used these guidelines to examine the literature compo-
nents of three influential first-grade reading programsa Literature-Core
(LC), a mixed Literature/Phonics (LP), and a Phonics-Core (PC) program.

Menon and Hiebert found that (a) all three programs rated favorably on the
content portion of the engagingness scale, though the LC program rated
higher in terms of language and design; (b) none of the texts proved to be
very accessible; and (c) all of the programs introduce children to most of the
100 most frequent words in English. However, even the very early texts
introduce children to a large number of rimes without providing many repe-
titions of them, which renders the text less generalizable.

As a group, these three programs do not attend to text characteristics that
are crucial in promoting reading acquisition. If struggling readers are not to
be left behind, these issues must be addressed before early reading texts are
published and selected.
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This study is based on the premise that the texts read by beginning readers
are influential in determining their reading abilities because of the opportu-
nities they provide for developing independent reading skills. The texts
offered for first-grade reading programs have changed substantially over the
past two decades (Hiebert, 1997, 1999; Hoffman et al., 1994; McCarthey et
al., 1994).The changing nature of beginning reading texts has received rela-
tively little recent research attention. Given texts' core role in reading
instruction, this lack of attention is a serious shortcoming in our research
agenda. Our thesis is that drastic swings in reading textbooks will inevitably
impact reading instruction. Studying texts independent of instruction will
not offer us a full understanding of their impact. However, even allowing for
great variances in instructional contexts, it should be possible to identify
some broad guidelines for evaluating beginning reading texts, based on theo-
retical and empirical understandings. In this paper, we identify such a set of
guidelines and use them to evaluate the texts of three prominent beginning
reading programs.

To provide the background for this study, we address the question:"Why are
the tasks posed by beginning reading texts important?" The answer to this
lies in the difficulty that a substantial number of children are having with the
texts of beginning reading programs. Some children have always had difficul-
ties in learning to read, and texts cannot eliminate reading problems or even
be held responsible for reading difficulties. However, at a time when the cul-
tural and linguistic backgrounds of children in American classrooms have
become increasingly diverse, the texts for beginning readers have become
more difficult (Hoffman et al., 1994; Stein et al., 1998).

The first-grade texts belonging to different basal series are used by many
(especially beginning) teachers (Shannon, 1997). Therefore, if schools/dis-
tricts have chosen to buy particular programs, it is likely that the texts
belonging to these programs make up the primary materials available to
teachers. Thus, although teachers may not use the teachers' manya Is as
intended by the publishers (Baumann & Heubach, 1996), they do use the
student texts of the programs. This use may be highly variable and idiosyn-
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cratic but, in all likelihood, what children view as "books" will be influenced
by the commercial programs that schools have bought.

Earlier work (juel & Roper /Schneider, 1985) suggests that the texts of begin-
ning reading programs can influence the kinds of strategies that children ini-
tially use. These strategies can be modified by subsequent experiences but,
without a well-planned intervention, modification is unlikely to occur Qua
1988). For children whose reading acquisition occurs primarily in school (in
contrast to those for whom home reading experiences are important), the
texts of beginning reading programs are especially crucial, as they constitute
a large part of these children's interactions around texts.

A Model of Text and Reading Acquisition

A model of supportive reading texts needs to take into account whether the
different types of texts described in the preceding section make salient the
critical information that children need to acquire about written language
and the manner in which children go about acquiring this knowledge. We
propose that such a model should distinguish between texts that can be read
to children and those that can be read by them. If authentic literature were
the only criterion, one could put together a set of books that qualify as inter-
esting to children from sources such as the Children's Choices. However, we
need to identify what it is that makes these books instructional, especially if
they are to be used with young children who are not independent readers.
Research suggests that students who are struggling to read may enjoy listen-
ing to books read aloud, but fail to make progress toward independent read-
ing and writing by the end of first grade (Hagerty & Hiebert, 1989; Hiebert,
Liu, Levin, Huxley, & Chung, 1995).

In the past, book publishers gauged the "readability" of books by relying on
readability formulas (e.g., Chall & Dale, 1995). Such formulas typically con-
sidered aspects of text presumed to influence difficulty, such as sentence
length and the presence of high-frequency words. With the advent of the
whole language movement and authentic children's literature, researchers
established the obstacles that rigid application of readability formulas can
create for young readers (e.g., Brennan, Bridge, & Winograd, 1986). Conse-
quently, these formulas were abandoned; however, no alternative criteria
were devised for assessing text difficulty. Our intention is not to replace the
old formulas with a new set, but to develop a set of flexible guidelines that
could help guide instructional choices. Reading Recovery has attempted to
answer this need by providing a set of qualitative rubrics for leveling and
selecting beginning reading texts (Peterson, 1991). Our model differs from
these guidelines in some important ways. First, we include quantitative as
well as qualitative measures in our work. Secondly, our primary intent is not
to level reading materials, but to generate a critical understanding of the
already leveled/graded texts that are being commonly used or mandated.
The paucity of empirical literature that could illuminate the text scaffolds
that we are considering prompts us to make some theoretically motivated
conjectures about what might make beginning reading texts easy or diffi-
cult.
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Our model proposes three constructs: engagingness, accessibility, and gen-
eralizability. All three constructs are critical in understanding the support
that texts must provide children in reading acquisition. Further, these con-
structs interact with one another. For example, young children's engage-
ment in a text will depend on how accessible the text is to them.Although
the illustrations and format of the text may invite beginning readers to
attend to a book, their interest will wane if they encounter many words they
can neither recognize nor decode.

Engagingness

Alvermann and Guthrie (1993) proposed engagement as a defining con-
struct in literacy. Wigfield (1997) notes that within the reading literature,
most discussions of engagement have been restricted to a consideration of
attitudes toward, and interest in, reading. Rarely has text engagement been
considered, and when it has (e.g., Shallert & Reed, 1997), it has been exam-
ined primarily in the context of older readers. Hence, there is very little
empirical understanding of what makes texts engaging for young children.
Since our intent is to describe texts in terms of their potential for creating
engagement, we have decided to refer to this quality of texts as text engag-
ingness. We are using this term to distinguish it from text engagement,
which will occur as a result of the interaction between particular readers
and particular texts in specific instructional contexts. Thus, teachers have
much more control and influence over engagement; engagingness, by con-
trast, is an affordance of the text itself.

We have adapted our understanding of engagingness from Hoffman et al.
(1994), who define engagement in terms of the elements of a text that either
initiate or sustain young children's interest in the text. The work of Mervar
and Hiebert (1989) suggests that the features most likely to engage initial
interest are illustrations and format; when children were asked to identify
the characteristics of their favorite books, they focused on illustrations (Mer-
var & Hiebert, 1989). This suggests that text design influences the engage-
ment of young readers. Once children have begun attending to the text,
other factors are likely to sustain their interest. When the content is unfamil-
iar, complex, or trivial, a text may not sustain children's interest. Language is
also likely to play a role in sustaining interest, and when the language is
bland, interest is likely to wane. Therefore, there are three features in our
construct of text engagingness: design, content, and language. We under-
stand that engagingness will vary according to individual differences among
children, such as race, class, ethnicity, or personal interests. Nevertheless,
when publishers are developing texts for broad appeal to a large and diverse
population of children, it may be important to consider these broad indices
of engagement.

Accessibility

Text accessibility, too, is a multifaceted construct. We have defined text
accessibility in terms of the total amount of text, the total number of unique
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words (an index of the vocabulary load of a program), and the repetition of
words within and across the texts of a program.

Relatively little is known about the amount of text, especially the volume of
particular sorts of words, needed to support early literacy instruction.
Stanovich (1986) argued that there is a reciprocal relationship between a
child's reading ability and the amount of text she reads. Few studies, how-
ever, have tracked the total word counts in reading programs, or generated a
set of guidelines that could help determine an appropriate amount of text
for beginning readers. Data from the few available sources suggest that total
word counts in beginning reading programs have been on the decline since
the 1970s. Juel and Roper/Schneider (1985) report that two basal reading
series that they analyzed in the early 1970s had an average of 23,000 words
each. Willows, Borwick, and Hayvren (1981) report total word counts rang-
ing from 8,000-12,000 by the mid-1970s. In a more recent analysis, Hoffman
et al. (1994) compared total word counts in basal programs from 1986-87 to
those from 1993. They found that total word counts had dropped from over
17,000 words in the mid-1980s to over 14,000 words in the 1990s, though
there was considerable variation among the series analyzed.

Although total word counts are important, it is also necessary to consider
the total number of words in particular texts within the program (i.e., text
length). We know that struggling early readers' perceptions of "bulk" of
words on a page or in a book can determine their estimation of whether
they can read it (Hiebert et al., 1995). Evidence suggests that texts should be
shorter during the initial part of first grade, and longer toward the end, as
children experience a rapid rate of growth in vocabulary acquisition and
length of texts that they can read toward the end of first grade (Hiebert,
Colt, Catto, & Gury, 1992).

Whereas the appearance of bulk will influence children's decisions to read a
text, it is the volume of unique words that will determine its accessibility to
them Quel & Roper/Schneider, 1985). Unique words have often been dis-
cussed in the literature as the "vocabulary load" of a program (i.e., the num-
ber of different words to which a program introduces children). Unlike the
total amount of text, the number of unique words has been on the rise in
most basal reading programs. Chall (1967) reported a drop in the number of
unique words from 425 in 1920 to 153 in 1962. However, since then, trends
have been reversed. Between the mid-1970s and 1980s, unique words rose
to between 500-550 (Rodenborn & Washburn, 1974; Perry & Sagen, 1989).
They further rose to 962 words in 1986-87, and to 1,834 in the 1993 litera-
ture anthologies analyzed by Hoffman and his colleagues (1994).

Hiebert (1997,1999) has suggested that we need to pay attention not just to
total vocabulary across the year, but also to the ratio between the unique
words and the total words within individual texts. This gives us a measure of
word repetition within each text. The assumption is that words that are
repeated more frequently are learned more easily (Gibson & Levin, 1975).
There is also evidence that repeiting words across multiple texts within a
program is beneficial (Clay, 1991; Gates, 1930; Gates & Russell, 1938-39).
We lack an empirical understanding of the optimum amount of word repeti-
tion needed within texts. However, a few studies have tried to ascertain the
optimum repetition of words at the series level. Early basal series, based on
behaviorist principles, repeated words as many as 60 times across the series
(Gates, 1930). Based on empirical studies of the effects of word repetition
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on reading development, Gates suggested that each word should be
repeated 35 times across a series. Historically, the number of word repeti-
tions has been on the decline. Willows et al. (1981) found a large range of
word densities (ratios of total to unique words) in basal series from the mid-
1970s, ranging from 10.2 repetitions per word to 44.2 repetitions per word.
In their comparison of the 1980s and 1990s literature anthologies, Hoffman
et al. report a decrease in the amount of word repetition, from 18 repeti-
tions per word in the 1980s to 8 repetitions per word in the early 1990s.

Following from this discussion, it is reasonable to hypothesize that, at least
in the very beginning stages of reading development, the total amount of
text, the total number of unique words, and the repetition of words will
influence the accessibility of a text to beginning readers.Whereas some pro-
grams (e.g., Reading Recovery) have emphasized the role of an appropriate
picture-text match in models of text accessibility, we decided not to include
it because of its dubious role in early word learning (Samuels, 1970).

Generalizability

Exposure to consistent features and patterns within words may be as impor-
tant as exposure to words themselves. Generalizability is an index of the
degree to which texts contain data, in the form of repeated words and intra-
word patterns (e.g., letters, letter clusters, and rimes), that might permit stu-
dents to make generalizations about the pronunciation of individual words
and word patterns.

The first feature considered here is the presence of high-frequency words.
The use of high-frequency words has traditionally been exaggerated in most
beginning reading texts, giving rise to the term "basalese" (Hiebert, 1999).
This is, in part, due to evidence that a core group of 100 high-frequency
words accounts for approximately 50% of running text in the elementary
grades (Adams, 1990).There is also evidence that the acquisition of this core
set of words (often taught as "sight words") is linked to children's ability to
begin reading independently. Martin and Hiebert (1997) found a consistent
pattern of development for students who began first grade as struggling
readers but who became successful by the end of first grade. The children
knew few words by the middle of first grade, but once they could readily
recognize a core set of high-frequency words, they progressed rapidly in
their overall reading and word recognition skills. Thus, it seems reasonable
to assume that acquiring proficiency with this core set of words will help
children to generalize their reading skills to other texts.

However, the remaining 50% of first grade text is made up of a very large
number of unique words that occur very infrequently. We have reason to
believe that the decodability and the phonetic regularity of the words intro-
duced could have important consequences for student learning. Results
from Hoffman, Roser, Patterson, Salas, and Pennington's (1999) analyses sug-
gest that text decodability is significantly correlated with student perfor-
mance on text, and one of the best predictors of it. Juel and Roper/
Schneider's (1985) analyses suggest that the very early use of decodable text
for a relatively short period of time can make a difference to student reading
performance.
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The teaching of predictable patterns (letters, letter clusters, and times) has
also been suggested as a useful way to approach the teaching of non-high-
frequency words (Adams, 1990; Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson,
1985; Bond & Dykstra, 1967). Adams (1990) especially advocates teaching
beginning readers letter-sound correspondences through the use of word
families, or runes. Wylie and Durrell (1970) and Fry (1998) have reported
that between 500-600 common English words are composed of a set of
about 37-38 phonetic patterns, each of which occurs 10 or more times in
primary-grade words. Giving children systematic exposure to these times
during the early stages of reading acquisition may be one way to support
them in the acquisition of strategies for decoding words. There is evidence
that children apply their phonics strategies more consistently when they
read texts containing many repetitions of these predictable patterns (juel &
Roper/Schneider, 1985).Also, young readers benefit more from exposures to
different words using the same phonetic pattern (e.g.,pan, ran, man), than
to many repetitions of the same example (Juel & Solso, 1981). We refer to
this as rime instantiation.

Method

Rationale for Programs and Components of Programs

Almost all of the currently available programs offer a variety of different
kinds of textsliterature, phonics, "little" books, Big Books, workbooks, and
the like. In this study, we are restricting ourselves to an analysis of the litera-
ture components of three prominent programs. We selected these programs
because of their popularity and their differing philosophical orientations.
Each of them has been touted as a solution to low reading achievement.
Each has achieved substantial market penetration, with two of them
included in the recent California adoption cycle. In terms of philosophical
orientation, the first program emphasizes its literature-based curriculum, so
we refer to this program as the Literature Core (LC) curriculum. The second
program is a phonics program (the Phonics Core, or PC, curriculum). The
third program tries to wed the best of phonics and literature; hence we
labeled it a "Literature/Phonics" (LP) program. The LP program has long
advertised its high-quality literature, but it relies at the initial stages on phon-
ics materials in the form of workbooks. When we examined the advertising
materials of all of these programs, the use of literature was found to be
prominent in all three. However, they offer very different choices in the
design of reading instruction and texts.

We chose to focus on the anthology/literature component because of its tra-
ditional role in American beginning reading instruction. Even before the
days of the McGuffey Readers, a core book has been central in the reading
experiences of beginning readers in the United States. In Becoming a
Nation of Readers,Anderson et al. (1985) identified the anthologies as the
core of commercial reading textbook programs. Furthermore, given the pro-
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liferation of different components (workbooks, kits, software, supporting
text sets) in their programs, we wanted to identify a component that was
comparable across programs with different philosophical orientations. One
index of the centrality of anthologies is that they are still the most costly
components of both the Literature Core and Literature/Phonics program. We
were interested in establishing the centrality of these books and the quality
and difficulty of the literature. The Phonics Core program was included to
provide an interesting contrast, since it has substituted the traditional
anthology with a set of literature-based trade books.

Within each of the programs, all of the selections that were part of the first-
grade curriculum were analyzed. Since the texts within the programs are
presumably ordered in particular ways to support student learning across
the school year, we felt that it would be useful to divide the texts into five
segments, each representing a particular "time period" (e.g., the beginning,
end, or middle of the school year).The five time periods of each program are
not directly comparable because each program introduces children to partic-
ular kinds of texts (for example the literature collections) at markedly differ-
ent points during the school year. However, these time blocks do permit a
direct comparison of each program's logic for ordering text, and they give us
a rough idea of the tasks that children face at particular points in the school
year. It is also possible, even probable, that teachers using the three series
might introduce particular kinds of texts at similar points in the year (irre-
spective of the publishers' intentions). In this case, they would be directly
comparable to each other.

Text accessibility and generalizability were determined by analyzing all the
texts belonging to the program under consideration. Engagingness analyses
were conducted only on select texts from the literature components of each
program. Ten texts were selected from each series, such that the five time
periods were each represented by two texts. Two raters rated each text, in
order to establish interrater reliability.

Analysis

Text engagingness

Table 1 provides a description of the text characteristics that were consid-
ered within each of the three broad dimensions of analysis: engagingness,
accessibility, and generalizability.

Text engagingness was assessed using three six-point rating scales, one for
each of the three features of engagingnesscontent, language, and design.
The scales were adapted from Hoffman et al.'s (1994) five-point versions.We
retained the original set of overarching questions that Hoffman et al. used in
their analysis. The content scale focuses on the importance/relevance of
ideas, and on the development of themes and characters within texts. The
language scale assesses the literary quality and the clarity of language used in
the text.The design scale evaluates texts in terms of creativity of design and
illustrations.The actual scales used appear in Appendix A.

The raters were six graduate students with backgrounds in literacy or early
childhood education. Each rater read and rated a set of 10 texts, which
included at least 3 texts from each series. Raters were blind to the series
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Text accessibility

they were rating. Interrater agreement was calculated by counting the num-
ber of instances in which there was exact or approximate (one point differ-
ence) agreement in assigning a text to a particular point along the scale.
Across all pairs of raters, agreement was 74%.

Table 1: Summary of Text Characteristics

TEXT CHARACTERISTICS EXPLANATION

1. Engagement

Content Importance/relevance of ideas; development of theme/
characters; stimulation of thinking/feeling

language literary quality of language; appropriateness of vocabu-
lary; clarity of writing; appropriateness for read-
alouds and oral interpretations

Design Quality of illustrations; attractiveness of design; innova-
tive use of print

2. Accessibility

Total text All words in a text

Total unique words Total number of distinct words

Word density Ratio of total words to unique words in text

"New" words Unique words not present in texts from earlier time
periods

3. Generalizability
High-frequency words Words like a, the, and is, constituting the 100 most fre-

quent words in the English language

Number of rimes Total number of distinct word patterns in text, such as
-ack, -at, and -in

Rime repetition Number/percentage of distinct rimes that occur more
than once in a passage

Instantiations of rime Number of rimes with more than one onset in a passage

Text decodability Percentage of words in text that are classified as
CCVCC, complex vowel, or multisyllabic words

We analyzed both text accessibility and generalizability by using a hypercard
computer program developed especially for this purpose.This program pro-
vides data on the total number of words in the text, text density, frequency
of word repetition, number of high-frequency and phonetirnity regular
words, and the decodability levels for different words in text.

Text accessibility was assessed in terms of the total amount of text, the num-
bers of unique words, and text density (i.e., the ratio of unique words to
total words in the texts).We identified three levels of analysis, each of which
provides useful information regarding text accessibility. The first level is the
individual text, where we raised the question: "What is the average length
and density of individual texts in this program?"The second level of analysis
is the time period, for which the question of interest is, "How does text
accessibility change across time periods?" The final level is the entire pro-
gram, for which two questions are of interest: "What is the total amount of
text that children will be exposed to across the school year in this program?"
and "How dense is the entire program?" To answer this last question, we
considered both uniqueness and repetition across the texts of a particular
series. It should be noted that the total number of unique words for a given
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time period is not the sum of all the unique words in the individual texts
within that time period, nor is the total number of unique words for the pro-
gram the sum of the unique words for the five time periods. This is because
many words that are unique to particular texts are repeated across texts and
time periods, and such words are counted only once in calculating the total
for the broader level of analysis.

We analyzed text generalizability in terms of three contributing indices:
high-frequency words, phonetically regular words, and decodability levels
(scaled according to the linguistic difficulty of the pattems).The presence of
high-frequency words was assessed by examining the texts/programs for the
presence of the 100 most frequent words in the English language (Carroll,
Davies, & Richmond, 1971; see Appendix B). We studied their pattern of
introduction by counting the number of new high-frequency words intro-
duced at each time period. Finally, we calculated the amount of running text
accounted for by high-frequency words.

We analyzed the presence of phonetically regular words by counting the
total number of times introduced in each program. We also calculated the
average number of times a particular rime was repeated in a text, as well as
the average number of instantiations of particular rimes in texts.

We analyzed the decodability levels of words by assigning them to one of
eight different levels of difficulty (see Appendix C). Levels one through
three comprise easily decodable words of the CCVCC type. Levels four
through seven represent words of a moderate level of difficulty, including
silent -e endings, double vowels, and diphthongs. Level eight, which repre-
sents the highest level of difficulty according to this classification, consists of
multisyllabic words. Using this method for assessing decodability levels, we
characterized texts in terms of the percentage of words at each of the eight
decodability levels for each text, each time period, and for the entire pro-
gram.

We begin this section with a brief description of the three instructional pro-
grams under consideration. We then examine the results for each of the
three constructs: engagingness, accessibility, and generalizability.

Description of the Instructional Programs

Literature Core program The first-grade literature component of this program consists of five themati-
cally organized volumes. In all, the collection has 55 passages organized
around nine themes. Each theme has texts belonging to a variety of genres,
such as poetry, realistic fiction, fantasy, and social studies. Many of these
texts include selections from award-winning and popular children's authors.
Typically (especially in the first three volumes of the series), there are only a
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few lines of text on each page, presented in a dear, easy-to-read font. Every
page has large, colorful illustrations.

This program is based on the principles of an integrated language arts pro-
gram. It begins with 11 lessons using Big Books and phonics activities, dur-
ing which children are introduced to certain key high-frequency words (e.g.,
said, and, me, the). They are also given some practice with initial conso-
nants. Following this, they are introduced to the anthology selections. The
teachers' guides for this program are a set of five volumes, one for each of
the anthology volumes. They are large and colorful, offering a total of more
than 2,000 pages of advice to the teachers. Four aspects of the literacy expe-
rience are emphasized in the theoretical framework underlying the teacher's
manuals: reading, writing, listening/speaking/viewing, and cross-curricular
connections. Each of these aspects is explored through three key teaching
frameworks which are used for organizing activities around the anthology
reading: shared reading and responding; integrating language arts; and learn-
ing (phonics, decoding, phonemic awareness, and comprehension strate-
gies) through the literature. In addition, separate suggestions are given for
using the texts with learners of different ability levels, as well as for bilingual
and English as a Second Language (ESL) learners. Finally, different kinds of
suggestions are made for using the texts with small groups as opposed to the
whole class.

It is apparent from this description that this program does not expect the
teachers to adopt a cookbook approach to teaching reading. In fact, the pro-
gram provides the teacher with a plethora of suggestions (most of the stu-
dent texts are accompanied by over 100 different activities), presumably
meant to be used flexibly depending on the context.At the same time, they
can be critiqued for providing little structure and guidance to the beginning
teacher and for failing to differentiate between core and optional activities.

We were interested in closely examining how the anthology selections are
used in teaching children to read.The initial selections of this collection are
supposed to be used as read-alouds. Children are asked to follow along in
their anthology. The chief strategies used to teach children to read include
predicting the text from the illustrations and using predictable sentence
structures to join in. The "key words" emphasized in the lesson are usually a
set of high-frequency words from the text. Very few of the prompts associ-
ated with the reading of the anthology selection are linked to phonics
instruction; instead, the emphasis is on modeling and practicing metacogni-
tive strategies.

Besides its anthology component, this program also has a collection of phon-
ics books (not considered in this analysis). However, the link between teach-
ing children to read using the two kinds of texts is not made very clear.
Every text has suggestions for phonics-related activities, but these activities
are interspersed with many other activities, making it difficult to select
among them. Where presented, phonics instruction emphasizes the teach-
ing of beginning and ending consonants and certain spelling patterns. Often,
the words used during phonics instruction are not linked to words from the
text. At some point in the year (toward the latter half), children are
expected to be reading independently, or in cooperation with their peers.
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Phonics Core program

Literature Anthologies

The LP program has two volumes of anthologies, which are also organized
around themes. There is an attempt to include texts from different genres,
such as poetry, realistic fiction, and fantasy; however, there is a preponder-
ance of folktales (about one third of the texts). Many of the folktales are tradi-
tional tales such as The Little Red Hen and The Hare and the Tortoise.
Informational/social studies/science selections are included in the last theme
only.

This program is based on the principle that no assumptions can be made
about children's abilities to read. Hence, initial reading instruction has to
rely on explicit phonics instruction, which can then be leveraged in reading
and writing. In accordance with this, the program does not introduce chil-
dren to anthologies until the second half of the school year. Children are
read to from Big Books during the first half of the year, as they are exposed
to a systematic progression of phonics lessons.They are given opportunities
to read connected text by using the controlled phonics texts and littlebooks
that form a part of the LP curriculum. By the time children are exposed to
the anthologies, they have already read the entire set of 40 phonics texts and
12 of the 18 available little books.

Even after the anthologies are introduced, reading lessons are not confined
to the anthologies alone. The anthology selections are embedded in lessons
that continue to include explicit phonics instruction and the reading of little
books and other related trade books. LP lessons are intended to be taught in
a whole-class format, with virtually no grouping. Each lesson is approxi-
mately two to three hours long.The lessons consist of a fairly structured and
predictable sequence of events: the prereading phase (consisting of phonics
instruction); the reading of the anthology selections; and the postreading
phase (in which instruction is integrated with related reading and writing
activities). During the reading phase, volunteers are called upon to each
read a few sentences of the passage.The amount of text read per day or per
child does not vary much across the school year.

It is interesting to note that even though the reading of the anthologies
occurs in conjunction with phonics instruction, the two are not always
linked explicitly.The sound spelling associations and patterns that are taught
during the phonics instruction are not reinforced during the reading of the
anthology selection; that is, students do not necessarily encounter many
words exemplifying the associations and patterns. Conversely, the prompts
provided for the guided reading of the anthology selections involve only an
occasional emphasis on decoding skills and strategies. More typically, the
prompts focus on modeling metacognitive strategies. In sum, though the
program puts a heavy emphasis on phonics instruction, the anthologies are
rarely used as an occasion to teach or reinforce phonics-related skills.

The PC program does not have a literature anthology. Instead, it has a litera-
ture component that consists of 10 individual paperback trade books. Six of
the passages are children's fiction, whereas two of them are informational.
The literature collection is not a core component of the PC program, but is a
part of the "supplemental materials" provided by the publisher.

In sharp contrast to the other programs, the teachers' manual accompanying
the literature component of the PC program is a single, slim volume. It sup-
plies a general set of directions to be followed with all texts, followed by
specific directions for each text in the series. It also includes a timeline,
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which links the introduction of the literature books to specific points in the
core phonics program. The first trade book is introduced after 20 phonics
lessons, perhaps a month into the school year. After that, a new book is
introduced after every 10 phonics lessonsapproximately one every three
weeks.The general directions are fairly brief; they suggest that the literature
books not be presented as a part of the regular reading lessons, but before or
after the lesson, when children are working relatively independently. It is
suggested that teachers present the books in a whole-class format, and then
circulate the books to children. Children are ftot expected to meet any spe-
cific reading standards, but they are supposed to study the texts and the
illustrations closely, applying the decoding skills that they have learned
through their core phonics program.Teachers are asked to read every story
aloud to the children at least three times (each reading separated by five les-
sons) so that they have enough opportunities to familiarize themselves with
story structures and genres. Despite this general emphasis on structure and
genre, the specific directions that accompany each text have very little to do
with story structures/genres; rather, they consist of a set of fairly specific
questions to guide the postreading of the text.The questions test children's
skills at providing correct answers to the information presented on each
page, and are not intended to teach either metacognitive or decoding strate-
gies.

Text Engagingness

Text engagingness ratings are summarized in Table 2. We will discuss these
ratings along with rater comments in the following paragraphs.

Table 2: Means (SDs) of Ratings for Text Engagement

PROGRAM CONTENT LANGUAGE DESIGN

Literature Core 4.75 4.7 4.75
(.63) (.71) (.95)

Literature/Phonics 4.3 4.6 3.7
(.67) (.84) (.48)

Phoncs Core 4.0 3.75 3.65
(.91) (1.1) (1.0)

On the three dimensions of text engagingnesscontent, language and
designthe LC texts are rated highly, as indicated by mean ratings of 4.7 for
each dimension. Between 85-90% of the raters rated the texts at least a "4"
on each of the three scales.The overall ratings on content suggest that these
texts were regarded as containing important ideas and strong content. In
particular, the raters noted that the texts revealed cross-cultural appeal, well-
developed and engaging characters, and content that might promote the
development of science or social studies concepts. The language of the
texts were described as rich in literary quality. Many of the texts were
described as good read-alouds because of the presence of rhyme and repeti-
tion. Most texts were described as simple, clear, and easy to understand; at
the same time, raters were concerned that the vocabulary might be chal-
lenging and difficult for first graders. Comments about design suggested that
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the LC texts were appealing, and that the illustrations extended the text in
meaningful ways.

The texts of the LP program received high ratings, on average, for content
and language. Ratings for design are not as high (see Table 2).All raters rated
LP texts at least a "3" on the content scale, with 75% of them rating the texts
more highly. Raters attributed their high ratings of content to the "classic"
nature of the folktales, which constituted the bulk of the selections in this
program. These texts were described as good read - clouds, as making good
use of rhymes, and as providing opportunities for building phonemic aware-
ness. At the same time, they were criticized for lacking in imagination, and
for having uninteresting or insufficiently developed story lines. Eighty-five
percent of the raters rated the language used in these texts at least a "4" on
the language scale.They attributed the high ratings to the rich literary qual-
ity of the language and to its being supportive of oral interpretation. Despite
this, some raters expressed concern that the vocabulary might be too chal-
lenging for first graders. Raters also expressed concern about the design of
LP texts, characterizing them as not particularly creative and noting that the
illustrations most often represented the texts literally rather than extending
them.Approximately half the raters rated the design of these texts at a "3" on
the design scale, with the rest rating it higher.

Whereas the content of PC texts was rated relatively highly, the texts
received relatively low ratings for language and design (see Table 2). On the
content scale, texts in the beginning half of the series were rated more
highly than texts in the latter half of the series. The earlier texts were
described as being designed for vocabulary building and as having themes
relevant to content areas such as science and social studies. Later texts were
criticized for having "thin" content and lacking adequate theme develop-
ment. Ratings for the language scale reveal that 42% of the texts are rated
below a "3" on the scale; again, the poorly rated texts come from the latter
half of the series. Raters commended earlier texts for using language and
vocabulary that is familiar and easily accessible to first graders; in the same
breath, however, raters criticized these texts for lacking literary quality. The
PC texts received the poorest ratings on the design scale, but again, the ear-
lier texts were rated higher than the later ones. Illustrations were described
as not extending the text and, at least in one instance, of perpetuating
white, middle-class values. For some books, the placement of text was
described as problematic, with uneven spacing between words and too
much text crowded onto each page. Overall, the design of PC texts is
described as not engaging.

One-way ANOVAs were conducted to evaluate the significance of mean dif-
ferences among publishers on the rating scales. The only statistically signifi-
cant result emerged in the design scale (F = 5.4, df = 2,p < .05). Post-hoc
Tukey tests reveal that the ratings on the design scale are significantly higher
for LC texts than for either the LP or the PC texts. The difference between
the language ratings for LC and PC texts, which favors the LC texts,
approaches (though does not achieve) statistical significance. (F = 3.3, df =
2,p < .052 ).
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Table 3: First 40 Words Introduced in Each Series*

LC
(1 TEXT)

LP
(1 TEXT)

PC
(2 =us)

clap a what
your game are
hands called you
stomp giggle called

feet oh a
shake bear baby

arms homer dog

then said is
take will pup

a you but
seat play so
rub with seal

tummy me cow
pat yes calf

head I elephant

fins what horse

something shall foal

yellow we donkey

red do fox

reach know cub

for asked tiger

the like goat

sky triggle kid

wiggle biggle and
toes let sometimes

stick think we

out miggle kids

tongue diggle too

and give went

touch time for
nose see walk

roar now with
like have Jenny

lion and got

growl cried hungry

bear try Tom

give wiggle sleepy

me giggle David

kiss sniggle wet
do figgle mom

Words in bold are high-frequency words.
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Text Accessibility

For the readers' convenience, the first 40 words that occur in each of the
three programs are presented in Table 3.A perusal of these words in Table 4
conveys visually the differences in the demand characteristics of texts across
the three programs; as such they can be used to complement and instantiate
our statistical comparisons.

Table 3 reveals that the anthologies have a very fast pace for the introduction
of unique words, with the first 40 unique words occurring in the very first
text of the LC and LP anthologies. These words also seem less decodable
than the words in the phonics and little book programs.

Referring now to Table 4, we notice that the three programs introduce chil-
dren to very different amounts of text across the year. Both the LC and the
LP programs introduce children to over 10,000 words across the school year.
In comparison, the PC literature curriculum comprises approximately 3,500
wordssignificantly fewer than the other two programs. In terms of vocab-
ulary load, the LC and the LP texts are again very similarover 1,500 differ-
ent words eachwhereas the PC curriculum introduces children to about
1,250 words.

Although it is informative to get a sense of the overall "bulk" of the curricu-
lum, individual texts serve as the basic instructional unit in most cases. It is
therefore more critical to examine the amount and density of words at the
level of the individual text, as it provides a fairer test of the ways in which
publishers have tried to accommodate matters of accessibility and generaliz-
ability. The information on the key elements of text accessibilitythe num-
ber of words per passage, the number of unique words, and the percentage
of "new" words introduced in each periodis also presented in Table 4 for
the three programs.

Table 4 reveals that the average LC text consists of approximately 170
words, about 75 of which are unique, indicating that one out of every two
or three words in the text will be a different one.The average LP text is sig-
nificantly longer than the average LC text: It has approximately 315 words,
of which 119 are unique. Longer still is the average PC text, consisting of
about 355 words, of which 127 are unique. Thus, when texts are examined
at the individual text level, a very different picture of accessibility emerges.
At the series level, both the LC and the LP texts seemed voluminous, while
the PC texts seemed relatively small. Matters are just the opposite for indi-
vidual texts. Suddenly the PC texts appear to be by far the most voluminous;
they are fewer in total number, but much longer than the texts of the other
programs.The LC texts, on the other hand, emerge as the shortest, with the
fewest unique words.

How does the amount/density of text progress across time in the three pro-
grams? Figure 1 shows that there really is no systematic progression in these
aspects in the LC program: Period 1 texts are a little longer than texts of Peri-
ods 2 and 3, and contain more unique words. The LP texts also reveal little
progression across time, with the longest texts belonging to Period 2, and
more repetition of words in Period 5 than in Period 1. In contrast,PC texts
increase in length from the beginning to the end of the series, with the
greatest increase occurring between Periods 3 and 4. In fact, the increase in
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Table 4: Text Accessibility Across Programs and Time Periods

TIME
NUMBER OF

TEXTS

ALL WORDS

(AVERAGE

PER TEXT)

UNIQUE

WORDS
e
(AVERAGE(AVERAGE

PER 'Ma)

WORD

RATIOS

DENSTTY

Wo OF

SINGLE USE

UNIQUE

WORDS

% OF
UNIQUE

WORDS

5+
TrmES

Literature All 55 9372 1535 1:2.3 45% 23.9%
Core (170.4) (74.5)

1 4 694 238 1:2.4 60% 12.2%
(173.5) (72.8)

2 9 871 295 1:2.1 58.3% 16.6%
(96.8) (45.3)

3 10 1467 346 1:2.7 49.4% 22.8°4,
(146.7) (54.2)

4 17 3169 712 1:2.3 49.7% 22.8%
(186.4) (81.3)

5 15 3171 854 1:2.2 50.5% 15.8%
(211.4) (98.2)

Phonics/ All 34 10724 1562 1:2.6 45.2% 26.5%
Literature (315.4) (119)

1 5 1091 388 1:2.2 53.4% 13.9%
(218.2) (99.8)

2 6 2516 520 1:2.9 47.1% 25.8%
(419.3) (141.8)

3 7 1986 465 1:2.6 50.3% 21.9%
(283.7) (107.4)

4 7 1800 511 1:2.2 51.3% 18%
(257.1) (116.9)

5 9 3331 705 1:3 47.4% 20.7%
(370.1) (125)

Phonics All 10 3551 1267 1:2.8 30.8% 12.5%
Core (355.1) (126.7)

1 2 126 44 1:2.7 70.5% 20.5%
(63) (23)

2 2 248 98 1:2.4 58.2% 12.2%
(124) (52.5)

3 2 508 213 1:2.2 61% 10.3%
(254) (116.5)

4 2 1596 446 1:3.1 53.1% 16.1%
(798) (259)

5 2 1073 343 1:2.9 54.2% 15.2%
(536.5) (182.5)

average word length from Period 3 to 4 is immense, nearly fourfold (250 ver-
sus 800). Even granting that typical beginning readers go through a rapid
word learning period toward the end of first grade, it seems a challenging, if
not a daunting, task to make such a huge leap in such a short period of time.
We also see that the texts of this series are a little less dense than for the
other two series, though the difference is not substantial.

Table 4 yields information about the number of words that occur only once
across the entire program. We see that about 45% of the words in both the
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LC and the LP curricula are never repeated. The PC curriculum has fewer
single occurrence words: about 30%. When we examine trends across time,
the results do not suggest progression in difficulty across time. On the other
hand, there are a larger percentage of single occurrence words in the begin-
ning periods of the LC and the PC programs (60% and 53%, respectively, in
the first time period, as opposed to 51% and 48%, respectively, in the last
time period). The data also reveal the lack of word-sharing among texts
belonging to different periods of time in all three programs. Between 50-
90% of the unique words introduced in a given time period are "new"
wordswords that are not carried over from the earlier texts.

Figure 1: Average number of words per passage across time.
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High-frequency words

Generalizability focuses our attention on opportunities students have to
learn a core set of high-frequency words as sight words and a set of common
intraword patterns (times), and addresses the broader issue of the overall

decodability of words within texts.

Table 5 provides an overview of the numbers and percentages of high-fre-

quency words in text. Since the proportion of high-frequency words did not
vary across the five time periods, we have excluded this data from the table.

We see from Table 5 that most of the 100 core high-frequency words are rep-
resented in the curricula of all three programs. These high-frequency words
account for approximately 45-50% of the text, which is the typical percent-
age for most texts (Caroll et al., 1971). In other words, the highly frequent
words appear as they would be expected to in common everyday texts of all
sorts for all ages of readers.The literature has not been chosen or adapted to
exaggerate highly frequent words at any period of time in any of the pro-
grams.
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From the perspective of these textbook programs, there also appears to be
little worry about the rate at which highly frequent words are introduced. In
the LC and the IP programs, most highly frequent words are introduced dur-
ing the first time period. In the LC program (where the literature anthologies
are described as a core instructional component according to advertise-
ments), half of the 100 most frequent words are introduced in the texts of
the first time period. In the LP program, where the texts of the anthology
become the instructional focus during the second half of first grade, 78 of
the 100 most frequent words are present in the selections that children read
in the earliest time period. The assumption in the LP program is that 100
high-frequency words have already been learned in another venue, and
therefore that most of them can be introduced in the early passages.The pat-
tern is slightly different for the PC program. The bulk of the high-frequency
words (about 40%) are introduced during Period 3 of instruction.This is con-
sistent with the theoretical approach of this program, which does not
encourage the teaching of whole-word recognition. However, it is not con-
sistent with what we know about how young children learn to read.There is
some evidence that children benefit from whole-word approaches at the
beginning stages of reading instruction, which can be supplemented later by
a code-oriented approach (Vellutino & Scanlon, 1986).

Table 5: Text Generalizability: High-Frequency Words and Rimes

PUBLISHER

HIGH-FREQUENCY WORDS RIMES

NUMBER OF

H.F. UNIQUE
WORDS

OF PASSAGE

ACCOUNTED

FOR BY H.F.

OF Ton'
REPETITION

ACCOUNTED

FOR BY H.F.
WORDS

TOTAL # OF

RIMES ACROSS

SERIES (AVER-

AGE # OF RIMES

PER PASSAGE)

% OF
REPEATED

Rmus PER
PAGEAGE

INSTATIATIONS

OF RIME

PER PASSAGE

Literature
Core

98 46 54 357
(41)

13 1.9

Literature/
Phonics

99 49 58 361
(62)

16 2.2

Phonics Core 94 50 61 247
(60)

17 2.2

Rimes

18

We were also interested in examining exposure to various phonics elements
(letters, letter clusters, and rimes) on the grounds that early, systematic
exposure to times might be expected to aid students in decoding unknown
words encountered later (see Table 5).As with high-frequency words, we did
not notice many variations in the patterns for rime introduction over time.
The absolute number of rime patterns introduced did increase across the
school year but when viewed as a proportion of the number of unique
words introduced during these periods, there was no progression in diffi-
culty level over time. Hence the data on the time periods have been
excluded from Table 5.

Table 5 reveals that all the three programs introduce children to a large num-
ber of rimes across the school year, as many as 360 in the LC and LP curric-
ula and about 250 in the PC program. At the level of individual passages,
texts from the LC and the PC programs have as many as 60 unique rimes per
passage, while LP texts have about 40 different rimes. We need to consider
these figures in light of the fact that about 37-38 rimes account for about
500-600 common English words (Fry, 1998; Wylie & Durrell, 1970).
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We calculated the percentage of rimes that are repeated at least once within
given texts. Our assumption is that texts which provide multiple opportuni-
ties with a core set of word patterns will ultimately prove to be the most
generalizable. Our results suggest that none of these texts do very well in
controlling the ratio of the rimes to the unique words. Less than 20% of
these patterns appear more than once in any of these passages, and on aver-
age, there are only two instantiations of the word patterns that do recur. If
these texts are representative of the selections that children encounter, chil-
dren will have very few opportunities to gain familiarity with and draw gen-
eralizations about the pronunciation of word patterns. Even if we grant the
expectation that teachers can and will provide explicit instruction on these
patterns, they will not be in a position to make sure that children get a
chance to apply their emerging word-pattern knowledge to text that exem-
plifies those patterns.

Table 6: Percentage of Words at Different Decodability Levels

TIME

0/0 OF

CCVCC
WORDS:

LEvEts 1-3
(% OF "NEW"

WORDS AT THIS

LEVEL)

% OF
COMPLEX

WORDS:
LEVELS 4-7

(% OF "NEW"
WORDS AT THIS

LEVEL)

% OF
MULTISYLLABIC

WORDS:
LEVEL 8

(% OF "NEW"
WORDS AT TILLS

LEVEL)

Literature
Core

All 47 27 26

1 48 28 23

2 47 (23) 25 (29) 28 (47)

3 55 (26) 24 (26) 19 (49)

4 47 (16) 28 (26) 25 (59)

5 44 (11) 27 (21) 30 (66)

Literature/
Phonics

All 50 27 24

1 47 24 30

2 49 (22) 25 (31) 25 (47)

3 52 (16) 30 (33) 18 (51)

4 50 (14) 25 (25) 24 (62)

5 47 (23) 28 (22) 25 (56)

Phonics
Core

All 49 25 26

1 64 16 20

2 53 (41) 27 (33) 19 (25)

3 45 (25) 30 (35) 25 (40)

4 45 (21) 27 (28) 27 (51)

5 52 (22) 20 (17) 28 (61)

All the three programs are remarkably similar with regard to the decodability
of words in the texts (see Table 6 and Figure 2). These texts are surprisingly
bimodal: They introduce children to a preponderance of C[C]VC[C] and
multisyllabic word patternsthat is, to either very simple or very difficult
word patterns. About 20-30% of all texts, including those from the begin-
ning time periods, are composed of multisyllabic words, and about 40-50%
are made up of some variant of the basic C[C]V[C]C pattern.These patterns
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do not change significantly across time.Two sorts of questions are prompted
by these data. First, we wonder about the ability of the average first grader
to decode so many multisyllabic words, especially during the very beginning
stages of instruction. Second, we were surprised that the PC program, using
such highly controlled texts, did not exhibit a greater progression in the
decodability of words over time.

Figure 2: Distribution of words across decodability levels for the three programs.
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As noted earlier, most contemporary publishers offer a wide variety of
beginning reading texts, of which the literature anthologies are only one
type.The three programs that we have considered here also offer two other
kinds of texts that are meant to be read by beginning readersphonics texts
and little books. We were interested in finding out the extent to which the
different types of texts within the series "shared" words and rimes. Our
assumption is that programs with a greater amount of sharing will provide
more opportunities for young readers to encounter the same words/word
patterns in different contexts.

Table 7 provides an estimate of sharing within particular programs. We find
that the LC anthologies have only 12.7% words in common with both the
phonics texts and the little books. The LC anthologies have more words in
common with the little books (approximately 40%) than with the phonics
texts (approximately 25%). We can understand this in terms of this pro-
gram's emphasis on authentic children's literature, which is common to the
anthology and little book programs. At the same time, teachers who are
planning to use the anthologies in conjunction with the phonics texts
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should be alert to the fact that the proportion of shared words is relatively
low.The LP anthologies share only 9.7% of their unique words with both the
phonics texts and the little books.These anthologies have equal proportions
of words that they share with either of these text types (approximately a
quarter of all words). This again can be understood in terms of this pro-
gram's equal emphasis on authentic literature and phonics.The PC program
has the least number of words common to all three of its text types (about
8%).The anthology selections share more words with the phonics texts than
with the little books. This is not surprising, given that most of the unique
words in this program are concentrated in its phonics texts, thereby giving
more opportunity for overlap with the other text types.

Table 7: Unique Words and Rimes Shared Across a Publisher's Program

PUBLISHER

% UNIQUEOF

WORDS SHARED

WITH PHONICS

OF UNIQUE

WORDS SHARED

WITH LTITLE

BOOK TEXTS

OF UNIQUE

WORDS COM-

MON TO ALL

COMPONENTS

OF THE

PUBLISHER'S

PROGRAM

% OF UNIQUE
RLMES SHARED

Wrm PHONICS
TEXTS

% OF UNIQUE
RIMES SHARED

WITH LITH.E
BOOK Tocrs

% OF UNIQUE

RIMES COM-

MON TO ALL

COMPONENTS

OF THE

PUBLISHER'S

PROGRAM

Literature
Core

25.6% 40.4% 12.7% 60% 72% 40%

Literature/
Phonics

24% 24.6% 9.7% 52% 55.3% 31%

Phonics
Core

21.5% 11.6% 7.9% 43% 25% 19%

In contrast, Table 7 reveals that rimes are shared with a greater frequency
across the three programs.Again, the PC program has the least proportion of
shared word patterns among the different types of texts.

Discussion

The anthologies of these three programs vary considerably in the reading
experiences that they offer beginning readers and in the function(s) served
by the anthology in the acquisition of strategies. However, our analysis of
the texts in the anthologies of three different first -grade reading programs
indicate that program designers also share several assumptions about chil-
dren's reading acquisition. In this section, we will review some of those sim-
ilarities and differences, and explore their compatibility with existing
knowledge on how children learn to read.

With the recent interest in literature-based curricula in reading instruction,
we were curious about what defines a set of trade or literature books as an
instructional program. Drawing from the research literature, we developed a
model that would allow us to evaluate whether a text supports the acquisi-
tion of beginning reading, and we applied this model to an analysis of the lit-
erature components of three prominent reading programs. Our model
emphasizes three aspects of texts that are important instructionallyengag-
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ingness, accessibility, and generalizability. We believe that each of these
aspects is important in identifying a corpus of text that can support early
reading acquisition.

Our analysis of text engagingness indicates that most of the anthologies in
use today are highly rated in terms of content. There is more variability in
terms of language, in which the two literature-based programs in our analy-
ses are rated higher than the Phonics Core program. However, the greatest
variability seems to be in terms of designthe LC program was rated as the
most appealing and innovative in terms of design, as compared with either
the LP or the PC programs. Given that design features such as illustrations
can scaffold children's engagement in meaningful reading (Clay, 1985), more
attention needs to be paid to this aspect of text, especially in the literature
collections, which are intended to produce a high degree of reading engage-
ment. From our perspective, engagingness is a primary filter to consider in
text selection.A text might possess wonderful qualities in terms of its capac-
ity to support children's acquisition of sight vocabulary, phonics skill, or
other important skills and strategies (e.g., comprehension), but if it will not
engage and sustain children's interest and attention, it will never have the
opportunity to provide that support.

The second dimension we considered in our analyses is text accessibility.
One key observation in terms of text accessibility is that both of the pro-
grams with strong literature components (the LC and the 12 programs)
introduce children to a large amount of text (about 10,000 words) across the
school year, though this figure is lower than that reported for texts from ear-
lier years (Hoffman et al., 1994). In terms of individual texts, we see two pat-
terns: The LC and the LP programs have numerous, shorter texts, whereas
the PC series comprises just 10 relatively long texts. Which is a better model
in terms of our understanding of young children's reading capabilities? We
would hypothesize that, given young children's short attention spans and
their tendency to estimate their capacity to read a text in terms of its length,
numerous short texts might be a better option than a few long ones. How-
ever, it should be noted here that none of the programs offer very short
texts, or texts designed to gradually increase in length across the school
year. The LC and LP programs start with texts that have between 170 and
220 words per text, and the beginning texts are often longer than texts
belonging to the later periods.The texts in the PC program do appear to be
graded in terms of increasing length; however, the very steep trajectory of
increasing length may be more than most beginning readers are able to keep
up with.

It is also apparent from the results that none of these programs are consider-
ing the number of unique words that they introduce per text, and its ratio to
the total amount of text. Our data indicate that, should children be asked to
read the text independently or in a teacher-directed situation, they would
need to apply a high level of word recognition skill. Usually, the most strin-
gent word density ratios occur in the first time period.A word density ratio
of 1:2 or 1:3 may not be prohibitive for a beginning reader if there are 10 dif-
ferent words in a book. However, word density ratios need to be considered
in relation to the number of total words per passage that we have already
reviewed.The fewest number of words in any single selection are the 63 per
story of the PC curriculum's first time period. The LC programwhere the
selections presumably form a central part of the instructional curriculum-
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begins with passages with an average of 175 words.With word density ratios
of 1:2 or 1:3, children will be asked to have the skills (and patience) to figure
out over 70 different words per selection. The argument can be made that
the texts for the earlier periods are intended as "follow along" (shared read-
ing) texts, not intended to be read by students on their own until repeatedly
read by an adult. A critical question, however, is whether children who are
learning to attend to words can track print in a text with 175 words. Even if
an adult is reading the text aloud and a child is following along, the task of
attending to each of 70 different wordsespecially when most appear only
onceis likely to be an extremely challenging task for children who can rec-
ognize only a handful of words (if that) on their own.

Our analyses of text generalizability focused on two features: high-frequency
words and word patterns (which was indexed by two featuresdecodabil-
ity and rimes). Results suggest that the texts in these programs, though not
containing an exaggerated number of high-frequency words, do provide
children with ample opportunities to familiarize themselves with a core set
of 100 high-frequency words. The three programs differ in their pattern of
introducing the high-frequency words, with the LC and the LP programs
introducing a large number of high-frequency words in the very beginning
texts and the PC program introducing them much more gradually.The high-
frequency words account for about half of the running words in the texts
across the three programs.

The results on the introduction of word patterns is more problematic. Our
results suggest that publishers do not consider the number of word patterns
(i.e., rimes) that they introduce in each text.A very large percentage of the
total corpus of unique words is composed of unique word patterns, imply-
ing that children are not getting a chance to engage repeatedly with a few
core rimes within a given text. When a given rime is repeated, it is repeated
an average of twice per series. We need to view these findings in light of the
fact that just 37-38 rimes account for about 500-600 common words in
primary-level texts (Wylie & Durrell, 1970).We question whether these texts
provide young readers with enough opportunities to develop generalizable
knowledge about word reading strategies.

Further, between 20-25% of the words in texts across the programs, and
across time periods, are multisyllabic. Although the absolute proportion of
multisyllabic words does not change across time, additional analyses reveal
that a larger proportion of the new words introduced in the LC and PC pro-
grams comprise multisyllabic words. In contrast, the new words introduced
by the 12 program remain at the same level of difficulty. When we consider
these results in terms of those on text accessibility, the problem becomes
more apparent. Our results imply that anthologies are introducing children
to a large number of relatively hard words to decode, and then not providing
them with enough opportunities for learning to read them.

So far we have outlined similarities across all three programs. However, we
realize that each publisher intends these texts to be used in very different
ways, and the development of children's reading skills might vary greatly
depending on how these texts are used to provide reading instruction. As
described earlier, the LP program does not intend its literature component
to be introduced until the second half of first grade. Children spend about
half of the school year working on their phonics books, little books, and
workbooks until they attain proficiency in basic reading skills. This is the
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point at which they are introduced to the literature anthologies.Assume that
teachers use these books in accordance with the publishers' intentions. It is
still not obvious, to us at least, how children will be able to handle the level,
type, and volume of text expected of them after a semester of reading skills
instruction. The amount of text to be read now needs to be squeezed into
half a school year which implies that children are able to read and digest
text at a very rapid pace. On the other hand, it may well be that in school
districts where the LP program is mandated, teachers who have difficulties
with the reading experiences of the phonics readers and/or little books may
use only the literature components of these programs in their instruction. In
that case, children will be expected to read these texts from the very begin-
ning of the year.

The PC program, in contrast, intends the literature component to be used to
supplement phonics instruction. Children read only 10 literature books
through the whole year, with the reading of each text being separated by
several weeks. These texts are introduced after about a month of first-grade
reading instruction, and children are not expected to meet any reading stan-
dards with regard to these books. All of the books are read aloud by teach-
ers the first time, and children are expected to answer content-related
questions. It is very unlikely that teachers will indeed use these texts in this
manner. It is more likely that most teachers will use these texts as opportuni-
ties for providing reading instruction. This program raises concerns, not only
because of its low engagingness, but also due to its accessibility and general-
izability features. We suggested earlier that programs with short but varied
kinds of texts would provide the best basis for reading instruction. The PC
program, in contrast, provides very few texts (i.e., a narrow selection), each
of which is relatively long (with the exception of the first few texts) and
dense. Our findings suggest that "controlled" texts, such as these, are not
controlling for certain crucial text characteristics that could aid reading
instruction.

The LC program uses its anthologies as the core vehicle for reading instruc-
tion. It therefore becomes all the more imperative that these texts provide
opportunities to support systematic instruction. Our analysis did reveal that
the texts in this program were rated as the most engaging to first graders.
However, as we have argued, engagingness is a necessary but not sufficient
condition in the capacity of texts to support reading instruction, especially
for beginning readers, many of whom have had restricted opportunities to
interact with text. The opportunities provided by the 12 texts are not sys-
tematic. The program seems to be based on the premise that beginning
readers can develop a rapid recognition ability with a large and diverse cor-
pus of words, many of which are very difficult words for young readers.
Only a relatively small number of words, almost exclusively high-frequency
words, are repeated with any frequency. It is also interesting that while the
anthologies form the "core" of this curriculum, many of the texts are read-
alouds and read-alongs, at least until the fourth time period (which corre-
sponds to about March of first grade). The argument could be made that
these texts are not intended to be read by children at the early stages of
instruction. In this case, we wonder why these texts are being marketed as
very expensive, every-pupil anthologies rather than in Big Book formats.

In the final analysis, we conclude that none of these highly successful pro-
grams is able to instantiate these crucial text features in ways that could sup-
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port reading acquisition, especially for students who depend on schools to
help them learn to read. From all indications, the trajectory of reading acqui-
sition for these children is much more gradual than these curricula would
lead one to expect. Even if the texts are being read aloud to children (rather
than being read by them), we can raise questions about whether children
who are only beginning to attain phonemic awareness can track the sheer
number of words in these texts, not to mention the high proportion of mul-
tisyllabic words.

In conclusion, we argue that, irrespective of the philosophical orientation,
prominent (and in some cases mandated) reading programs are not attend-
ing to principles crucial to the design of superior instructional texts for
beginning reading. Although we applaud the recent shift toward more
engaging and authentic literature for children, we believe that this should be
accompanied by an understanding of what constitutes a "considerate" text
for beginning/struggling readers and their teachers. We reiterate the need
for distinguishing between texts read to children and texts read by them.
Children need multiple and varied opportunities for familiarizing themselves
with authentic literature; however, we must be very careful that in our
efforts to provide these opportunities, we do not inadvertently set children
up for failure. We are not arguing for a return to the contrived texts of the
past where a single type of word (phonetically regular, high-frequency) was
emphasized to the point of readers' exasperation. Rather, texts should be
based on multiple criteria, which would include, at a minimum, exposure to
a core of high-frequency words, a corpus of words that would encourage
students to apply the alphabetic principle, and a set of ideas and experi-
ences that would support reading for meaning and enjoyment (Hiebert,
1999).

It is also important to question the centrality of the literature anthologies in
many reading programs today. The anthologies originally evolved as books
that were meant to be read by children (Chan & Squire, 1991). However,
many of the texts included in the current set of anthologies are meant to
serve as occasions for either teacher read alouds or "shared reading" (as in
the LC curriculum). Given the high costs to districts of procuring these
texts, it is important to ask if the form (of the every-pupil anthology) is now
appropriate for the function (read-alouds and read-alongs). Finally, more
empirical attention needs to be paid to the teacher "guides" (which are cur-
rently little more than thick compendiums of suggestions) to determine
what kinds of scaffolds they provide to beginning teachers and how they
might be designed in a more useful manner.
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Appendix A: Text Engagingness Rating Scales

Instructions Please rate the text along the three dimensions described below. Each
dimension is assessed along a 6-point scale, with "6" representing a high
quality text in terms of that dimension, and "1" a poor quality text.While rat-
ing the texts, please keep the over-arching questions (described along with
each scale) in mind. Assume the audience to be first-grade readers. Indicate
your choice by circling one of the numbers along the scale.

I. Content

Overarching questions:
Are the ideas important?

(a) Are the ideas personally, socially, or
culturally relevant?

Is there development of an idea, character,
or theme?

Does the text stimulate thinking and/or
feeling?

Scale

6 5 4 3 2 I

Comments:

II. Language

Overarching questions:
Is the language rich in literary quality?
Is the vocabulary appropriate but

challenging?
Is the writing clear?
Is the text easy and fun to read?
Does the text lend itself to oral

interpretation?

Scale

6 5 4 3 2 I

Comments:

III. Design

Overarching questions:
Do the illustrations/art enrich the text?
Is the use of design creative and attractive?
Is there creative/innovative use of print?

Scale

6 5 4 3 2 I

Comments:
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Appendix B: 100 Most Highly Frequent Words in the
English Language

1. the 26. or 51. out 76. its

2. of 27. by 52. them 77. who

3. and 28. one 53. then 78. now

4.a 29. had 54. she 79. people

5. to 30. not 55. many 80. my

6. in 31. but 56. some 81. made

7. is 32. what 57. so 82. over

8. you 33. all 58. these 83. did .

9. that 34. were 59. would 84. down

10. it 35. when 60. other 85. only

11. he 36. we 61. into 86. way

12. for 37. there 62. has 87. find

13. was 38. can 63. more 88. use

14. on 39. an 64. her 89. may

15. are 40. your 65. two 90. water

16. as 41. which 66. like 91.1ong

17. with 42. their 67. him 92. little

18. his 43. said 68. see 93. very

19. they 44. if 69. time 94. after

20. at 45. do 70. could 95. called

21. be 46. will 71. no 96. words

22. this 47. each 72. make 97. just

23. from 48. about 73. than 98. where

24.1 49. how 74. first 99. most

25. have 50. up 75. been 100. know
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Appendix C: Description of Decodability Levels

LEVEL PATTERN EXCLUDES EXAMPLE

I A,I

C-V

A,I

me, we, be, he, my, by, so, go, no

2 C-V-C

V-C

No words ending in R or L man, cat, hot

am, an, as, at, ax,
if, in, is, it,
of, on, ox,
up, us

3 C-C-V

V-C-C-[C]

C-C-ICI-V-C

C-V-C-C-[C]

C-C-[C]-V-C-C-[C]

No words ending in R or L

r-C or 1-C (e.g., fort, mild) or V-
gh (e.g., sigh)

she, the, who, why, cry, dry

ash, itch

that, chat, brat, scrap

back, mash, catch

crash, track, scratch

4 [C]- [C]- [C] -V -C-e bake, ride, mile, plate, strike, ate

5 C-[C]-V-V-[C]-[C]

V-V-C-[C]

No words ending in -gh (e.g.,
laugh, through, though)

beat, tree, say, paid

eat, each

6 C-[C]-V-r

[C]- [C] -V -r -C

[C]- [CFV-11

C4C1V-1-C

C-[C]-V-V-1-C

car, scar, fir

farm, start, art, arm

all, ball, shall, tell, will

told, child

could, should, field, build

7 Dipthongs boy, oil, draw, cloud

8 Multisyllabic words dinosaur, petulant

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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About CIERA

The Center for the Improvement of Early Reading Achievement (CIERA) is
the national center for research on early reading and represents a consor-
tium of educators in five universities (University of Michigan, University of
Virginia, and Michigan State University with University of Southern Califor-
nia and University of Minnesota), teacher educators, teachers, publishers of
texts, tests, and technology, professional organizations, and schools and
school districts across the United States. CIERA is supported under the Edu-
cational Research and Development Centers Program, PR/Award Number
R305R70004, as administered by the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement, U.S. Department of Education.

Mission. CIERA's mission is to improve the reading achievement of Amer-
ica's children by generating and disseminating theoretical, empirical, and
practical solutions to persistent problems in the learning and teaching of
beginning reading.

CIERA Research Model

CIERA INQUIRY 1

Readers and Texts

CIERA INQUIRY 2

Home and School

CIERA INQUIRY 3

Policy and Profession

The model that underlies CIERA's efforts acknowledges many influences on
children's reading acquisition. The multiple influences on children's early
reading acquisition can be represented in three successive layers, each yield-
ing an area of inquiry of the CIERA scope of work. These three areas of
inquiry each present a set of persistent problems in the learning and teach-
ing of beginning reading:

Characteristics of readers and texts and their relationship to early
reading achievement. What are the characteristics of readers and texts
that have the greatest influence on early success in reading? How can chil-
dren's existing knowledge and classroom environments enhance the factors
that make for success?

Home and school effects on early reading achievment. How do the
contexts of homes, communities, classrooms, and schools support high lev-
els of reading achievement among primary-level children? How can these
contexts be enhanced to ensure high levels of reading achievement for all
children?

Policy and professional effects on early reading achievement How
can new teachers be initiated into the profession and experienced teachers
be provided with the knowledge and dispositions to teach young children to
read well? How do policies at all levels support or detract from providing all
children with access to high levels of reading instruction?

www.ciera.org
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